Introduction
A supramolecular helical structure appearing in chiral nematic liquid crystals brings about a lot of fascinating properties, which make the optics of these systems extremely interesting from the both scientific and practical standpoints. If the spatial periodicity (the period of the helix) is close to the wavelength of light, a range of 'forbidden' frequencies called a photonic bandgap (PBG) appears. Photons with energies lying in the bandgap cannot propagate through the medium that gives birth to the unique effect of selective reflection of light (SR), when one of the circular eigen waves is completely reflected and the other of differing handedness is transmitted undisturbed. Be− sides, the helical pitch is very sensitive to the influence of ex− ternal factors such as electric or magnetic fields, temperature, pressure etc. Chiral nematics have already been shown as ef− fective IR/vis light modulators due to electrically−controlled helical period [1, 2] , switchable two−dimensional (2D) diffrac− tive gratings [3] or the media for dynamic holography with high diffraction efficiency [4, 5] . The use of photosensitive chiral additives allowed for a substantial change of the intrinsic helical pitch that could be employed for colour image recording [6, 7] , tunable CLC lasers [8, 9] or light polarisation control [10, 11] with very low energy needed.
Photo−induced isomerisation of chiral molecules usually results in a manifold change of their helical twisting power (HTP) that, in turn, causes the modulation of the helical pe− riod. The latter is known to determine the amplitude and polarisation of transmitted and reflected light waves. There− fore, light−induced variations of the pitch in chiral nematics should cause an effective feedback between the light field and helical structure of the CLC and result in strong optical nonlinearity. This effect has to grow extremely profound near the edge of SR band due to the enormous dispersion of light characteristic of the frequency region of the PBG boundary [12] . This phenomenon could be considered as a novel type of optical nonlinearity, in which the light influences upon the helical distribution of LC molecules, i.e., the helical periodi− city, contrary to the change of local medium properties as the photorefraction usually implies. This paper is devoted to the first investigations of this new nonlinearity resulted from light−induced changes of the CLC helix. A simple mathematical model of light diffraction on the grating of modulated helix is developed with calcu− lated intensities and polarisation states of diffracting beams showing a good agreement with the experimental data. Possi− bilities of the application of such systems for dynamic grating recording and all−optical switching are evaluated.
The paper is organised in a straightforward manner. De− scription of employed materials, cell preparation and experi− mental techniques is followed by the experimental data pre− sentation. The possible processes occurring in a photosensi− tive CLC layer under light irradiation and the guiding mech− anisms are discussed further, supported with a simple calcu− lus of light diffraction parameters and comparison of these with the experimental data.
Experimental techniques and cell preparation
A liquid crystalline mixture was based on a 5CB liquid crys− tal (K15, Merck) with a dissolved chiral agent belonging to aryliden−menthan−3−ones. The latter undergoes photo−indu− ced transformation resulting in substantial decrease in its twisting power [9] . Two well−distinct concentrations of the chiral agent were used in the experiment that determined quite different periods of the induced helix. The concentra− tion of 11.6 wt.% provided the pitch of P n m HT 0 330 » , that yielded a well−profound light selective reflection band with the wavelength of the maximum being at l 1 535 = nm (Fig. 1) . Further titration of the initial highly twisted chiral nematic mixture with pure 5CB substance resulted in the re− duction of the chiral agent concentration by two orders of magnitude c » 01 . wt.% and P m LT 0 40 = m . It should be also mentioned that the phase transition temperatures of the mix− tures practically did not differ from that of the pure 5CB compound T C c CB 5 34 5 @°.
. The two types of cells were made, which comprised two parallel glass substrates separated by either teflon or mylar spacers and differed by the virtue of aligning surfaces. Cells of the first type (the cell gap from L = 1.6 μm up to L = 6 μm) were made of identical glass substrates, which inner surfaces were covered with a rubbed polyimide (rubbed sur− faces) and provided a strong anchoring of LC director with aligning surface and a homogeneous planar orientation along the rubbing direction. These cells were filled with the short−pitch mixture (HT−cells).
Cells of the second type L = 20 μm consisted of one al− ready described substrate with the rubbed PI while the sur− face of another substrate was covered with polyimide SE−1211 (Nissan Chemicals), that provided a homeotropic alignment for 5CB (SE−surfaces). These cells were filled with the long−pitch LC mixture (LT−cells). Behaviour of the cells of this type has been recently investigated in details, where such a cell was shown to be an effective light−con− trolled polarisation modulator [10] .
Prepared LC mixtures penetrated into cells due to the capillary effect forming a Grandjean structure with its heli− cal axis being parallel to the cell normal. The LC director on the rubbed substrates was naturally aligned along the rub− bing direction. Because of strong planar anchoring condi− tions, the only integer number of half−pitch periods N 0 could exist in a symmetric HT−cell N L P HT 0 0 2 » , with the actual helical structure being the closest possible to the intrinsic twisting [13] .
In cells with differing aligning surfaces, the LC direc− tor at the rubbed surface also was oriented parallel to the rubbing. Treatment of SE−surfaces disallowed an easy ori− entation axis that is usually induced onto polymer aligning surfaces [14] , the in−plane anchoring anisotropy of which hampers the director rotation and extremely complicates its dynamics [10] . Thus, at the SE−surface, the LC director orientation was determined by the induced intrinsic helix and bulk elastic properties only the in−plane angle was equal to y p p In a dynamic grating experiment, two parallel beams crossed inside the LC cell after passing through the con− verging lens f = 50 cm, with an intersection angle estab− lished around q exc » 1deg. The resulting interference fringe pattern had the spatial period of L gr » 30 mm chosen to be quite larger of a cell gap. Formation of dynamic gratings was observed due to a self−diffraction of the pumping beams, the temporal development of the intensity of the first order diffracted beam was monitored.
Experimental results

Zone structure in HT-cell
After the irradiation with a single laser beam of the cell with planarly oriented chiral nematic LC, a 'zone' structure of the pitch was revealed (Fig. 3) .
A number of concentric zones appeared in the irradia− ted spot. The colours of selective reflection in these zones were consequently changing from the green being outside the irradiated region (corresponding to the initial value of the cholesteric pitch) towards the red while moving to the centre of the illuminated region. Since the laser beam had a Gaussian intensity profile, the 'red' shift of the selective reflection band indicates the light−induced expansion of the helix. At longer exposures, the inner part of the irradia− ted spot appeared to be transparent because the cholesteric pitch had grown longer than the wavelength of visible light. Such zone structures existed during several tens of minutes after the actinic light cut off with the inner loops grown collapsing from the very beginning. The outer loops have initially expanded, then shrank and finally dis− appeared. This behavour is explained due to diffusion of the chiral agent molecules and indicates stability of photo−transformed molecules.
Self-diffraction from chiral nematic layers
At the irradiation with two intersecting laser beams, clear self−diffraction behaviour has been observed in cells filled with the either type of LC mixtures. A typical temporal de− velopment of the diffraction efficiency is presented in Fig. 4 .
Neither the efficiency of diffraction nor its temporal behaviour depended on the orientation of the LC director with respect to light polarisation in the case of HT−cells. In the case of LT−cells, on the contrary, the self−diffraction show up was extremely sensitive to the respective orienta− tion of light polarisation and LC director. The most pro− found diffraction pattern appeared when the writing beams came on the cell at the rubbed substrate with the light polarisation being either parallel (perpendicular) to the LC director, i.e., a pure extraordinary (ordinary) wave pene− trated inside the cell. No self−diffraction but the only strong scattering was observed if the light polarisation made an angle close to p 4 with respect to the LC director or when the light of any polarisation orientation was impinged from the SE−substrate.
Discussion
Dependence of helical pitch on light irradiation
The process of the photo−transformation of chiral molecules is known to take place in this system under the irradiation only [10] . As the light absorption at the wavelength l exc = 440 nm was very small, the intensity of light could be con− sidered constant across the cell I(z) º const and, in addition, thermal effects should be also omitted. Hence, it is the con− centration of different isomers of chiral molecules that is the only material parameter varying in a film of liquid crystal during the experiment. The system of a nematic liquid crys− tal containing chiral molecules which undergo the irrevers− ible photo−induced transformation has been recently consid− ered in Ref. 10 . The intensity (more precisely, exposure) de− pendence of the inverse pitch of the mixture q P = 2p is
where the value q t0 0 ( ) = = + ¥ D corresponds to the initial twisted structure (subscript index indicates the undisturbed in− trinsic value), q ¥ corresponds to the final one, Dq is the light−induced change of the pitch at saturation, a is the effi− ciency of phototransformation, and I is the light intensity.
If the cell surfaces provide strong planar anchoring, the only integer number of half−pitches N will exist in the cell ( ) P N L 2 = , with the actual helical structure being the clos− est possible to the intrinsic twisting. The light−induced change of the twisting power of the chiral agent in such a cell results in the rearrangement of the helical structure to minimise the elastic distortion. Thus, the number of helical half−pitches is changed to satisfy the following equality
where P act is the existing pitch value. Combination of Eqs.
(1) and (2) gives a distribution of boundaries of the zones differing by one half−pitch, which is shown in Fig. 5 . As the intrinsic pitch had not been spatially uniform, the regions with differing numbers of half−pitches appeared separated with sharp disclination walls. Hence, the optical activity of such a cell appears to be effec− tively controlled with either the intensity of light or the time of irradiation. At the intersection of two coherent light beams, the strongest change of the helical pitch will arise in the fringes with interference maxima providing, thus, a gra− ting with modulated optical activity. It is, however, neces− sary to note that both the grating period and the depth of pitch modulation should be substantially constrained by strong elastic distortions induced in the LC layer.
Due to differing boundary conditions in the LT−cells, the light−induced pitch changes are revealed in a different way because of the possibility for LC director to rotate freely at the isotropic SE−surface. The surface reorientation of LC di− rector in LT−cells has been already investigated in details [10] , where such a cell was proved to work as a light−con− trolled optically active system. Given the Mauguin condition [13] was satisfied the change of the intrinsic helical winding in the LT−cell resulted in the LC director rotation at the SE−surface and, in turn, in the rotation of the polarisation plane of light passing through such a cell y p 
Diffraction calculus
Observation of the diffracting beams of higher orders usually points out that the so−called Raman−Nath regime of diffraction takes place [16] . In addition, evaluation of the Klein criterion for the mentioned experimental condi− tions, from L = 2 μm to L = 20 μm, l = 0.44 μm, L = 30 μm, and n = 16 . gives
that assures the grating could be considered thin in the fol− lowing discussion.
The optics of such non−uniform systems is rather com− plicated and, in general, essentially differs for the short− and long−pitch helically winded media. However, it looks possi− ble to limit the description of light−induced changes with two factors: l modulation of optical activity of LC layer associated with the light−induced pitch expansion, l modulation of refractive index of the medium. Although the light−induced pitch change depends on the irradiation time, light scattering from the liquid crystal layer at any moment could be considered a temporary indepen− dent because the times characteristic of the pitch expansion are of the order of 10 s.
Finally, it is assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that the gratings are pure harmonic and all beams propagate parallel to the helical axis. All of the assumptions made are quite natural and allow for determination of the light diffraction from these rather distinct structures in the frames of a sim− plified unique mathematical calculus.
Consider a beam that comes at the cell along the normal (z−axis) and passes the grating of modulated optical activity (the grating wave−vector, q = 2p L, is parallel to the x−axis). At the exit from the cell z = 0, the light field appears to be modulated in the azimuth of polarisation plane (Fig. 6 ) and in the phase as well. (1) and (2) using experimental parameters and ac− tual light intensity distribution across laser beam (dashed line). This wave could be decomposed in two orthogonal com− ponents
where the field components are
with y y y = + -
qx . Here y 0 is the angle of polarisation orientation of the beam passed through the unperturbed medium, Dy is the amplitude of the angular modulation of light polarisation orientation. The term exp( cos ) i qx d accounts for the phase modulation of d d = kd n amplitude (dn is the amplitude of refractive in− dex change, k = 2p l is the modulus of the light wave vector), which is exactly the same in magnitude and phase for the both components due to the medium sym− metry. The light wave in the far field is determined by Fourier transformation of the near−field wave [17] 
where n k q
defines the order of diffraction (k = 2p l is the light wave vector modulus), a n is the angle of diffraction into the n th order, N is the number of grating periods forming the diffraction pattern. Obtained after integration the amplitudes of light wave components for the n th order of diffraction are 
where Some calculations of dependence of the both diffraction ef− ficiency and polarisation orientation on the depth of optical activity modulation are presented in Fig. 7 . This means that modulation of polarisation orientation of the order of Dy~5°could result in a noticeable diffraction with efficiency mounting up to one percent that is in agree− ment with the experimental data. It should be noted that the magnitude of the pitch modulation (and associated light polarisa− tion rotation) appeared much smaller of the possible 10-50° [10] as it was naturally limited due to at least two mechanisms, diffusion of chiral molecules (characteristic time of the pro− cess is t dif D ( ) L << L and, what is more significant, the time cha− racteristic of the photo−transformation process t a ph I = 1 (Eq. 1), ought to be much shorter than that of the diffusion t dif . The easiest way to improve the latter is to increase the efficiency of photo−transformation by either shifting the ac− tinic light wavelength or choosing another chiral agent with the proper absorption band. In principle, the grating recor− ding process is limited in time by the only bulk director re− laxation t g m J, that is by two−three orders of magnitude greater than that characteristic of orientational nonlinearity of liquid crystals [18] . Strong light−induced dependence of optical activity of these systems could find application in nonlinear optics or all−optical switching, for instance, as light intensity limiters, saturable absorbers, polarisation controlling devices etc.
Conclusions
Thin films of chiral nematic liquid crystals with photo−sen− sitive chirality were shown to perform as the effective me− dium allowing for recording the dynamic gratings with their performance, however, being limited by chiral molecules diffusion and LC director elastic deformation. The both types of mixtures, possessing either long− or short−pitch he− lical winding, manifested similar behaviour.
Some qualitative and quantitative estimations of the changes of optical parameters were made. The parameters of light diffraction on the grating of modulated optical activ− ity were calculated. The proposed model seems promising and has already provided a good agreement with the experi− mental data. There were some easy solutions outlined for the improvement in the grating efficiency as well as of the characteristic time of its recording, namely, the adjustment of the spectral conditions of the process of chiral molecules photo−transformation and keeping the adequate cell gapgrating period ratio. More detailed investigations of the polarisation parameters of light diffraction from these sys− tems are considered as the nearest goals.
